ABSTRACT. We present a simple extension of the preparation theorem of B. Malgrange and J. Mather to the case of composite functions.
it follows that the vector spaces A/f*mn(n)-A and A*/(F*m(l) ■ A* +m(p, k) ■ A*) are isomorphic. Now we can refer to Theorem 1, since A is a finitely generated £p(m)-modu\e (because A* is finitely generated over £(k)).
Equivariant division theorem.
This paragraph provides some examples of applications of Theorem 1.
Consider a compact Lie group G acting orthogonally on Rm and Rn. According to G. Schwarz [5] there exist polynomial maps p E £(m,k) and n E £(n,l), called Hubert maps, such that £p(m) and £"(n) are exactly the sets of G-invariant germs ¿G(ra) and £o(n), respectively. Denote m.o(n) = m(n) fl £c(n). Obviously any G-equivariant / G £(m,n) is a pv-germ, so from Theorem 1 there follows the equivariant preparation theorem [4] . It is easy to observe that m3(3) E I + m4(3), so m3(3) C I by Nakayama's lemma [1] . Now a simple computation shows that 1, z, v, v2 represent generators of the real vector space <?(3)/i and so they generate <f (3)/(F*m(3) ■ if (3) +m(p,3)), the real vector space. By Corollary 1 (for A* = rf(3) and A = £(3)/m(p,3)) they represent generators of module A over f*£z2(2) ss £n (2) . Now considering an /*<fz2(2)-module isomorphism p*: A -> <?.z2(2) we find that their combinations with p, i.e. l,xy,y2,y4 generate <f^2(2) over f*£Z2(2).
